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Want to learn the ideas in The Warmth Of Other Suns better than ever? Read the world's #1 book
summary of The Warmth Of Other Suns by Isabel Wilkerson here.

Read a brief 1-Page Summary or watch video summaries curated by our expert team. Note: this book
guide is not affiliated with or endorsed by the publisher or author, and we always encourage you to
purchase and read the full book.

Video Summaries of The Warmth Of Other Suns

We've scoured the Internet for the very best videos on The Warmth Of Other Suns, from high-quality
videos summaries to interviews or commentary by Isabel Wilkerson.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDdHof2paRc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hoAYn0PpP0 

1-Page Summary of The Warmth Of Other Suns

Overall Summary

Published in 2010, The Warmth of Other Suns is a book about the Great Migration. It traces the history of
racism in the South and explains why African-Americans migrated to Northern cities to find better
opportunities.

In Summary

In The Warmth of Other Suns, author Isabel Wilkerson discusses the Great Migration by moving between
the stories of three individuals: Ida Mae Brandon Gladney, George Swanson Starling, and Robert
Pershing Foster. She explains their experiences with statistics and historical background to show how
these black migrants were similar to Europeans who migrated to America in the late 1800s and early
1900s. Migrants from both groups left for a better future. It's no surprise that census data shows Black
Americans who left had more education than those who stayed as well as higher employment numbers
and fewer children born outside of marriage compared to Northern-born Blacks. This is because
traditional migrant advantages work for everyone regardless of race or color.

Ida Mae Brandon Gladney, George Swanson Starling and Robert Pershing Foster were all African-
Americans who moved from the South to other parts of America. They sought freedom from the Jim
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Crow laws that oppressed them in their home states. The Warmth of Other Suns tells stories about these
three people and hundreds more like them who left the American South for better lives in other parts of
America.

The book does not romanticize the exodus of African-Americans. While it explores their struggles in the
North, there were still many indirect ways that segregation affected them.

Wilkerson speaks to how the Great Migration was a continuous phenomenon that spanned six decades.
She also mentions two issues often overlooked: first, that it consisted of three streams instead of one;
second, those streams were determined by train routes available during each era.

In particular, Wilkerson's accounts of Starling and Foster represent the contradictions of the Great
Migration. Starling took a porter’s job on the same Silver Meteor train line that had once brought him
north. He knew he was better off than when he lived in South Carolina, but at the same time, he felt like
his life was stunted because it didn't turn out as well as it could have been if he'd moved earlier.
Meanwhile, Foster became one of Los Angeles' best surgeons; however, his rejection of his Southern
roots left him hurt and unable to enjoy living there.

The book The Warmth of Other Suns details a period in American history that had an important impact
on the country. It affected millions of African-Americans and shaped modern-day America.

Part 1, Chapter 1: “Leaving”

The first chapter of The Warmth of Other Suns introduces the three main characters. It also hints at some
reasons why they left the South for better opportunities in other places.

Part 1, Chapter 2: “The Great Migration, 1915-1970”

This book describes the Great Migration and its effects on Black families. This migration was a result of
millions of decisions made by Blacks, and had an impact on every Black family in America. It wasn't
planned; it just happened over time because of various factors such as geography or social conditions that
led to this movement.

The Great Migration was a major event in the history of the United States. It had a profound effect on
modern American culture.

Part 2, Chapter 3: “Ida Mae Brandon Gladney”

Ida Mae Brandon Gladney was born in Mississippi and later moved to Chicago with her husband George.
African-Americans living in the South during this time had to contend with segregation, which affected
their lives greatly. It wasn't just one thing; it was everything. Because of that, they learned things through
experience and nuance rather than being taught explicitly. For example, after Gladney went to a
blacksmith's shop and got harassed for doing so by some white people, she discovered that there are good
ones and bad ones like anything else, so she has to watch them closely in order to figure out the
difference between them.
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